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O b s c u r in g t h e Cam era The visual language of Sanell Aggenbach
—

M B l a ckm an

T

he realisation of the impermanence of life is not merely

whose political and racial identity has dominated the artistic

the recognition of death, but is the acknowledgement

tableaux. In the exhibitions ‘Fool’s Gold’ and ‘Graceland’

of the constant vanishing, marginalisation and corruptions

she had consequently engaged with the social imperatives and

of memory. And if we are to accept the ideas of Locke

peculiarities of her own position within the fabric of South

and Herder, as well as recognize the discoveries of recent

Africa’s canvass. In works like Ingrid and the Elders, Slim Jan

neuroscience, then it is memory rather than reason that is

and The Collective, Aggenbach unveiled an explication and

the distinctive human characteristic, its loss our greatest

reaction to what might be termed ‘an uncomfortable and

perturbation. Sanell Aggenbach in ‘Familia Obscura’ follows

confused socio-political identity’. As Max du Preez said with

a line of artists and writers whose work not only attempts to

regards to Aggenbach’s ‘Graceland’ exhibition:

capture memory (perhaps even to sentimentally relive past
experience in the making of the work) but also acknowledges

Aggenbach understands the Afrikaner’s ethic, yet I can’t

the empty spaces, those vanishing prospects, which occur

figure out when she is melancholic and when she is playful

within its landscapes. And yet much like Nicholas Jenkins,

about Afrikaner culture and heritage. (2009)

the narrator of Antony Powell’s A Question of Upbringing,
Aggenbach seems to conclude that through remembering

However, since then Aggenbach’s artistic path has been

‘so many forces, hitherto unfamiliar, become in due course,

following a bend in the river. In ‘Familia Obscura’ the search

uncompromisingly clear.’ (2, 1951)

for identity, and its artistic expression, is not being sought in

However the first impression I had, walking into her studio

a broader political context, but instead in ‘the lost time’ of

a month or so ago, was the fact that the works there did not

her past lived experience, in its objects and in those people

contain the themes I thought they would. I had gone there

who populated it. In shifting focus, Aggenbach has reached a

with some expectations. But with my first glance into her

conclusion similar to one many artists working in South Africa

studio, after walking up the small dark concrete stairwell, I

today have also arrived at – it is a conclusion that marks a

realized that I would have to abandon the essay I had been

distinctive moment in South African art history. That is to say

constructing in my head. For as I entered the room I was

that in turning away from the discourses of identity politics,

confronted by a large black rabbit, almost obsessively painted,

the predominant discourse of the last fifty years, an entire

and whose nervous glance seemed to urge me to discard all the

movement is dragging its over-exposed and exhausted self into

preconceptions I had stored up.

the more self-reflecting shadows of the personal.

Previously Aggenbach’s work has hung close to the shores of

To a degree Aggenbach’s shift is similar to that of Albert

socio-political identity. In two of her previous exhibitions she

Camus’s over fifty years ago, when Algeria, the land of his

had at least nominally engaged with the discourse of a country

birth, had descended into an internecine and interminable war.
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It was a time when those living in both Algeria and on France’s

under the strains of memory. The expressions on the faces

mainland had been balkanised by the discourse of difference

change; a stepmother’s more relaxed attitude becomes stiffer;

and that of finger pointing, a time when Camus’s attempt to

the physical attitude of a husband at a pool seems more

explain a middle-way was drowned out by the self-aggrandising

symbolic of a personality, something which the distinguishing

voices of reaction and dialectic-materialism. As a result Camus

features relayed through the photograph do not capture; the

withdrew from the public discourse of the time, after realising

ghostly ‘double exposure’ of a brother captures the haunting

that his rational interventions, his explanations of social

feeling of otherworldliness.

identity, and the resultant need for concessions on both sides,

In the paintings and monotypes of ‘Familia Obscura’,

only seemed to make things worse. Instead he went into what

Aggenbach seems at times to have been almost inhibited by her

is called his ‘period of silence’, a period of self-contemplation

memories. And there is quite often a clear mistrust of the visual

in which he claimed that the refusal to explain himself

information delivered to her by the photographs she has worked

politically was, in his words, not ‘a negative position’.

from. She constantly (described through the monochromatic

In our world of Facebook ‘activism’, of the rantings of

areas of the canvasses) appears to be denying the ‘truth’ of the

‘Thought Leadership’, of the almost fanatical social networkers

photograph and instead seems more comfortable adhering

whose witch hunts seek to ‘expose’ the ‘evil men and women’

to her own ideas as to how these identities, ‘revealed’ in the

who do not subscribe to one or other cant, Aggenbach has

photographs, are actually constructed.

justifiably turned her back on identity politics for the moment.

As David Hume suggested, identity is not created by the

Instead (like many others including the likes of William

object itself – in this case the sourced picture – but is created

Kentridge) she has decided to contemplate something closer

from an ‘operation of the imagination upon like objects’ (45,

and more personal.

2006). That is to say that identity is created from ‘a collection

Much like in Camus’s final manuscript, The First Man,
(which begins with the heading ‘In Search of the Father’)
Aggenbach has gone ‘in search’ of the various members of her

of perceptions: over time, it is a series of such collections,
interconnected but not identical.’ (45, 2006)
In perhaps one of the most thought provoking books on art of

family and the objects that seem most present in her memories

the twentieth century, The Principles of Art, R. G Collingwood

– a dog, a rabbit, her mother, her father, a lost brother and

explained how Hume’s philosophical distinction between what

child, a husband, moments of her children’s lives, a horse.

he called ‘ideas’ and ‘impressions’ was at the heart of artistic

These are after all the objects of the mind that are in a direct

expression. Impressions, Hume said, were the sensations that

sense formative, while at the same time remaining strange (or

had an immediate impact. They were the result of seeing the

as the title of the exhibition would suggest ‘obscure’) despite

colour red, of feeling heat or cold, of tasting sugar. Ideas on the

their seeming familiarity.

other hand, are what conscious reflection on those impressions

Although working from source material – some from family
photo albums others sourced for the purpose of the show –
Aggenbach relies as much on her own memories as she does

creates. That is to say, that ideas are constructed out of an
understanding and reflection upon those impressions.
According to Collingwood these ideas are created in the

on the visual aides that sit beside her canvases. The clear lines

imagination, referencing the past sensation, are constructed

and shadows of the photographs, in her renderings, become

‘inferentially by the work of the intellect.’ (214, 1958) This is,

distorted, at times almost washed out or blurred, seemingly

according to Collingwood, not only how we process sensation
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but is one of the underpinnings of art. That is to say that

However, Aggenbach goes a little further than this, engaging

art is the attempt to understand and explain certain kinds of

in adaptations of Richter. As Wittgenstein pointed out in his

emotional experiences or impressions.

lectures on aesthetics, there are rules of artistic composition

Aggenbach seems to have come close to this in her paintings.

(what he called ‘family resemblances’ that all art contains if it

Through her distrust of the impressions of the photographic

is to be called art) which the artist must twist and bend. These

image, Aggenbach constructs an identity from the progression

twists and distortions are the imaginative ‘play’ of art, a play

of remembered experiences rather than from a simple image.

which Aggenbach, in all of her work, is eager to take up. With

Her paintings are the faithful attempts to understand not

this sense of the willful adaptation of the artist, (something

only the personalities around her but also how her own

which is almost immediately apparent from the title of the

personality has held on to a series of impressions and how

exhibition) Aggenbach twists and dissects the ideas of family and

these impressions of people and objects have created her own

memory, while at the same time following a ‘Richterian’ lead.

identity and her own resultant artistic expression.
But of course in saying this one must acknowledge that there is

What is more, Aggenbach’s new body of work in the exhibition
itself takes on the peculiar taxonomy that the act of memory

a style within Aggenbach’s work that references Gerhard Richter’s

creates. Where the magnitude of certain objects becomes - in

paintings from the 1960s onwards - here one is thinking of works

the mind and in recollection - more dominating than those

like Ema - nude on a staircase (1966), Three Siblings (1963), even

which would conceivably be of more importance. Here the

the cycle October 18, 1977 (1988). To be sure there are very few

various sizes of the works in the exhibition play some role and

painters working today that have not been influenced by, or

the dimensions of the canvases begin to make claim to a narrative

reacted against, Richter. He has, after all, been a dominant voice

of their own. The paintings of a black rabbit and a white dog

within painting for the last fifty years. But there is something

(Eddie Schwarz and Somewhere In Between) are two of the bigger

distinctively different between Aggenbach and Richter, which has

canvasses, dwarfing the portraits of her family members. In some

something to do with their points of departure.

way this seems to intimate at just how memory can function,

Where Ritcher, in his work Atlas, began an almost

allowing certain events and objects to be writ large while others

inexhaustible project of collecting source material for his

diminish. Of course it also hints at just how the fabric of memory

paintings, Aggenbach has selected only a handful of ones that

is constructed. That is to say that certain objects or places become

evoke something quite specific. Where Richter has seemed

symbolic, in the sense that quite often pets or toys or certain pieces

at times to be attempting to explain the utter helplessness

of clothing can become the triggers of memory and are the points

of representation, Aggenbach’s conclusions are that pure

of entry for more intimate reflections.

representation was never the goal – in fact if we are to be fair

But Aggenbach’s latest works suggest something other than

Plato was the first person to point this out. Instead the goal

just the constructing of identity from the intellect, or that she

(if one can put it in such a way) is to grasp the Humean ‘idea’

merely wishes to exhibit her feats of memory. There is more at

of which the image is merely one impression. The act of

play here. Certainly the absences within the paintings are not

remembering as Collingwood suggested is the act of tracing

merely part of the expression of their visible identity. For the

the residual impressions that certain sensuous-emotional

‘unrendered’ features are as much a part of the explanations as

experiences have left behind, it is the act of the imagination, it

are its distinguishing features. But this is not only due to the

is the striving of artistic endeavour.

corruptions of memory.
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Much like when a digital photograph begins to lose

‘clarity’ of memory, where the minutiae becomes obscured but

information the bigger it is stretched, the undefined parts

where the recurring patterns of reflection bring an alternative

of Aggenbach’s images become symbolic not only because of

insight - what in another sense might be called the ‘discovery’

the painter’s personal lack of information or forgetting but

of lost time. Although painting from visual source materials

also the part of the personality that each person consciously

Aggenbach’s works are not representations or mimetic

keeps obscured. After all, in a photograph the pose of the

reproductions, instead they are the attempt to pierce the veil of

sitter is as much about revelation as is it is about deception

obscurity which covers that which is seemingly most familiar

and about evading an unwanted revelation. Even in Eddie

to us.

Schwarz the rabbit betrays a look of the fear of being ‘found
out’. A fear that Aggenbach captures in the rabbit’s eye, the fear
that something intimate and unwanted has been or could be
discovered. The rabbit’s pose is tense, evoking almost perfectly
the sense of not wanting to be looked at. This is certainly one
of the keys to what lies in much of the other work.
And it is this lack of information, or obscurity, that
creates the duality in ‘Familia Obscura’ - something which is
prefigured by the Humean duality mentioned above. Like in
the plays of Harold Pinter, Aggenbach takes those familiar
settings of the family and reframes them into their multiple
narratives. Much like in Pinter’s Landscapes, where the
narratives of the husband and wife act independently of one
another clashing in their binary opposition, there are several
narratives that collide against one another in the works of
‘Familia Obscura’. One is contained in the source material
and the others in the memories and the paint. One narrative
speaks of the way most people project themselves in those most
unreliable of photographs, those of the posed family variety those moments when each of us recovers oneself from a bitter
internal squabble or after a failed attempt at Christmas dinner
to retrieve the salt from a deaf grandparent, to look up at the
camera, to pose and to try and obscure from memory the
emotions of the moment. And the other narrative is contained
in Aggenbach’s response.
This play of familiarity in the face of obscurity is a search
for understanding in the ostensibly depoliticized arena of
the family and the personal. In this, Aggenbach creates the
List of References:

Broughton, S, ‘Impression and Ideas’, The Blackwell Guide to Hume’s Treatise, Saul Traiger (ed) (2006)
Collingwood, R.G, The Principles of Art, Oxford (1958)
Du Preez, M, ‘Nightmares and Nostalgia’ in Graceland (2009)
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Boy in Honey
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

12 |

500 x 357 mm
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Honeymooners
2013
Oil on board
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(Diptych) each: 400 x 280 mm
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Violet Ikebana
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

16 |

440 x 644 mm
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Cool Comfort (opposite)

Desrae

2013

2013

Oil on canvas

Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

380 x 220 mm

300 x 230 mm
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Memphis
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
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300 x 300 mm

Night Bloom
2013
Oil on canvas
1490 x 1600 mm
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Nude
2013
Acrylic on canvas

22 |

560 x 520 mm

Water’s Edge no.2
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

24 |

335 x 331 mm

Water’s Edge no.1
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
335 x 331 mm
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Stir (previous)
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
346 x 440 mm
Rapture
2013
Printed canvas and rayon threads

28 |

1370 x 1690 mm
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Uncle no.2
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

30 |

335 x 314 mm

Mommy Was a Dancer B/W
2013
Oil on Paper
330 x 220 mm
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Lair
2013
Mixed Media

32 |

dimensions variable

Along the Shiny Road (following)
Africana

2013

2013

Bronze

Oil on canvas

Edition of 6 + 2 Artist Proofs

840 x 1060 mm

600 x 690 x 280 mm
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Rumour
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
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198 x 157 mm

Spark
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
227 x 335 mm
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Spark no.1
2013
Oil on canvas

38 |

170 x 280 mm

Rose
2013
Oil on canvas
350 x 170 mm
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Spark no.2
2013
Oil on canvas
240 x 260 mm
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Little Prince
2013
Oil on canvas

44 |

620 x 108 mm

Inhambane
2013
Oil on canvas
210 x 280 mm
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Past Lives no.1, 2 & 3
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm
Each: 468 x 386 mm
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Eddie Schwarz
2013
Oil on canvas

48 |

1660 x 2090 mm
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Good Fortune
2013
Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

52 |

682 x 635 mm

Avec Amour
2013
Oil on canvas
450 x 420 mm
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Dagger (opposite)

Honeymoon

2013

2013

Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

Monotype on Hahnemühle Copperplate 350gsm

682 x 635 mm

500 x 355 mm
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Somewhere In Between
2013
Oil on canvas
1510 x 2000 mm
Night Bloom (following, left)
2013
Oil on canvas
1490 x 1600 mm
Lair (following, centre)
2013
Mixed Media
dimensions variable
Lightning Seeds (following, right)
2013
Printed canvas and cotton thread
1440 x 2270 mm
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Q & A with Sanell Aggenbach
—

Tim Leibbrandt

What is the meaning behind the exhibition title ‘Familia Obscura’?

it is damp enough to absorb and accept the image from the painted

The title is wordplay for camera obscura, an optical device that

surface. If the oil paint dries, the image is sabotaged because the

led to the invention of photography. Family snapshots inspired

paint oxidizes (when oxygen reacts with the wet paint) allowing it to

many of the works for this exhibition.

change and become hard and it will not print to its greatest ability
so to speak. So one has to print there and then, on the same day.

The colour palette in Familia Obscura has shifted quite a bit

My methodology is well planned and reliant on source materials,

from previous bodies of work like ‘Nachtmusik’ (2011), ‘Some

but the interpretation and ultimate manipulation of these source

Dance to Remember Some Dance to Forget’ (2011) and Sub Rosa

materials is very reliant on intuition. The beauty of this medium

(2008), which had predominantly cool palettes of blues, greys

is its unpredictability. So many external factors can influence the

and mauves. The new works are rendered in harsher colours,

outcome: climate, paint application, solvent relation and press

acerbic even. Was this a premeditated decision when you began

pressure. We often refer to monotypes as “happy accidents”.

work on the exhibition as a whole or did it happen by chance?

Throughout the exhibition there’s an interesting play between

Blue hues seem to be my default setting. My interest lies in chemical

these spontaneous “happy accidents” and things that take form

colour erosion from old slides or printed material, and although

slowly over time. Instantaneous snapshot images are laboriously

the first works in the series were similar to that of ‘Nachtmusik’, I

reproduced in paint and conversely, still lifes (those exemplars of

gradually introduced ochre and lime undertones. Over the past two

formal study) are subjected to the unpredictability of the monotype

years I’ve allowed myself enough time to organically develop the

process. Are notions of ‘time’ a theme in ‘Familia Obscura’?

new paintings, partly because the subject matter is so personal.

Most definitely. The works play off each other in that sense. I enjoy
exploring the plasticity of time.

Many of the works in the exhibition are monotypes. Can you
describe the process of monotype printing a bit? What exactly

Can you go into a bit more detail about the Ikebana flower works?

is a monotype? What is unique to it, and what are some of the

I wanted to pay tribute to the members of my family whom I have

challenges posed?

lost in the past few years. The idea of using flowers as reminders

I lectured printmaking for four years and I have a clear

of mortality, or memento mori, was extended to the inclusion

understanding of all the possibilities it offers as a medium.

of Ikebana, a minimalist form of Japanese flower arrangement.

A monotype print is a unique one-off as opposed to other

Symbolism, shape, line and form are all considerations to take into

printmaking techniques that are often editions. Monotype renders

account, not dissimilar to my approach to painting.

similarities to painting; my approach is to work in oil paint directly
onto a PVC plate then send it through the press onto 300gsm

Are the Ikebana works drawn from existing arrangements or

Hahnemühle paper. The paper has been prepared in such a way that

do you imagine them? What about the works that focus on
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personal objects such as the gloves in Cool Comfort?

Velasquez is an interesting artist when talking about

Some objects retain a distinctive personality trait of the owner.

relationships with mediated images. At one point during his

Cool Comfort hints at a debutante’s gloves, masking insecurity.

time as court painter, the Spanish monarchy demanded that he

Most of the aforementioned works are based on photographs I

continually inspect the royal portraits in order to ensure that

have taken in my studio, including the Ikebana arrangement.

likenesses were acceptable. Given that time had passed since
the portraits were painted, most had to be “updated”. There’s a

The bronze pony is unique in this body of work. Could you

denial of the past in those sorts of gestures that doesn’t exist in

comment on how you view its role in the exhibition?

your work. Is there an element of nostalgia in Familia Obscura?

The bronze is a central part of this body of work. Within the

Well at least Velasquez ensured lifetime employment! Technically

dichotomy of portraiture, or in some cases anti-portraiture, I

there is so much to learn from him as a painter, his limited

wanted to place an object that would represent me. Along the

range of pigment, his canvas preparation when applying gesso to

Shiny Road is deliberately highly reflective and yet contrary in

build up and amplify texture and, his use of warm ochre as an

every aspect: materiality, surface and formally. My little ceramic

undercoat (which I experimented with in Nude, Honeymooners

dark horse transformed into a majestic bronze!

and Cool Comfort). Previously I have wrestled with the concept
of “nostalgia”, which can imply sentimentality. In a way you have

Do the photographs come from your archive specifically or do

to step back from your project and look at it objectively, distance

you peruse the archives of others for material? Do all of the

yourself from your subject. Maybe my work is a form of therapy.

source images in Familia Obscura have autobiographical ties?

In a way I re-evaluate the past, in no way trying to relive it.

For this body of work they were all my own.
Is the rabbit depicted in Eddie Schwarz the titular character or
You’ve cited Luc Tuymans and his notion of the “authentic

representative of a private joke?

forgery” as an influence for Familia Obscura. What do you find

He was my ex-boyfriend’s rabbit. Although I was quite fond of

interesting about his work? Who are some of the other artists

him (the rabbit that is), I used the reference more as an excuse

that you have been looking at while working on it?

to study and interpret Albrecht Dürer’s iconic 1502 watercolour

Luc’s work also relies on the pre-existing picture rather than

‘Young Hare’.

an imaginary source and embraces our easy relationship to
the mediated image. He is the master of understatement

Speaking of Eddie Schwarz, there is a curious but very

with his sense of foreboding relying on pictorial insinuation

intentional pink streak intersecting the rabbit’s head. A

and suggestion. Where Luc works quickly and within a tight

moment of artistic licence?

timeframe of one or two days, I take weeks or months to

Not artistic license, but inkjet malfunction. My printer

complete a work. My approach is more that of a dialogue with

cartridge ran dry when I printed the reference; I decided to

the work, where I begin and finish it to a point, abandon it and

retain the fluke.

let it rest, only to alter and shift it at a later stage. Other artists
I looked at in preparation for this exhibition were Velasquez,
Grayson Perry and the photographer Edward Steichen.
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C.V.

Exhibitions (Group exhibitions)

Solo Exhibitions

2011: ‘Alptraum’, Deutscher Kuenstlerbund, Berlin,

2011: ‘Some Dance to Remember Some Dance to Forget’,

Germany

Blank Projects, Cape Town

2010: ‘Twenty’, contemporary public sculpture, Nirox,

2009: ‘Graceland’, Gallery AOP, Johannesburg

Johannesburg

2008: ‘ Sub Rosa’, João Ferreira Gallery, Cape Town

2008: ‘Print ’08: Myth, Memory and Archive’,

2007: ‘Perfectly Still’, Absa Gallery, Johannesburg

Bell-Roberts Gallery, Cape Town

2006: ‘Blues and Greys’, Art On Paper Gallery,

2007: ‘Arcadia’, AVA Gallery, Cape Town

Johannesburg

2007: ‘Turbulence’, Hangar-7, Salzburg, Austria

2005: ‘Fool’s Gold’, Bell-Roberts Contemporary, Cape Town

2006: ’20 Artists 06’. Contemporary printing,

2005: ‘Hoogwater/High Tide’, KKNK, Oudtshoorn

Bell-Roberts Gallery, Cape Town

2003: ‘Blank’, AVA Gallery, Cape Town

2005: ‘Sweet Nothings’, new photographic work,

2001: ‘From a Netherworld’, Bell-Roberts Gallery,

Bell-Roberts Gallery, Cape Town

Cape Town

2004: ‘40 Years’, University of Stellenbosch,

2000: ‘Northern Ladies’, Art Konsult, New Delhi, India

Sasol Art Museum

1998: ‘An Imitator’, AVA Metropolitan Gallery, Cape Town

2004: ‘2nd Spier Outdoor Sculpture Biennial’, Stellenbosch
2003: ‘Picnic’, Bell-Roberts Gallery, Cape Town
2003: Brett Kebble Art Awards

Other

2003: ‘Absa L’Atelier’, Johannesburg

2009 : Ampersand fellowship, New York

2003: ‘YDESIRE’, Castle of Good Hope, Cape Town

2007 : Spier Contemporary Art Awards finalist

2002: ‘Autogeographie’, Millennium Gallery, Johannesburg

2005 : Selected for the 3rd Brett Kebble Award

2002: ‘Spier Outdoor Sculpture Biennial’,

2005 : Curator: ‘Sweet Nothings’, Bell-Roberts Gallery,

Jan Marais Nature Reserve, Stellenbosch

Cape Town

2001: ‘Micro/Macro’, South African Printmakers at the

2005 : Nominated for a Kanna Award, KKNK

Xchanges Gallery, Victoria, British Columbia (Canada)

2003 : Winner of the 2003 Absa L’Atelier

2001: ‘Absa L’Atelier’, Johannesburg.
2001: ‘Aarsel/ Waver’, KKNK, Oudshoorn
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